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Abstract
Since 1980, the Design Institute for Physical Property Dataw has sponsored Project 801 to develop, organize
and make available to project sponsors a complete, critically evaluated compilation of thermophysical properties
of industrial important chemicals. The database currently contains the properties of over 1700 chemicals and is
arguably the best process design database in the world. Project 801 will continue to serve the needs of engineers
and scientists in the future as new compounds and data are incorporated into the database and as new
capabilities and technologies are implemented. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
DIPPRw Project 801, Data Compilation, originated in the late 1970s as the flagship project of the
Design Institute for Physical Property Dataw. T.E. Daubert and R.P. Danner of The Pennsylvania
State University Ž PSU. were selected as the principal investigators of the project, and the project has
remained at PSU since the project’s inception. With Dr. Daubert’s approaching retirement, the
steering committee of DIPPRw Project 801 began a search in 1996 for a new contractor for the
project and, at the November 1996 AIChE meeting in Chicago, awarded the contract to Brigham
Young University Ž BYU. with R.L. Rowley, W.V. Wilding and J.L. Oscarson as principal investigators. The project officially transfers January 1, 1998.
This paper reviews the history of Project 801 and looks to the future of the project.
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2. History
In the early to mid-1970s, the need for accurate data for process design and simulation led to
efforts to develop cooperative projects to develop thermophysical property databases. In other
countries, there were at the time government-sponsored database projects such as DECHEMA in
Germany, but these projects did not satisfy the needs of industry in the US due to difficulties of
distance, lack of access to source data, and lack of industry involvement. Although some companies
were pooling their efforts in small cooperative consortia, there was not an industry-wide, comprehensive undertaking in the US w1,2x.
As part of his work in the mid-1970s to revise his book on physical property predictions, Professor
Robert Reid invited a few companies to submit to him their physical property databases to potentially
be combined into a single database in the book. Although there was reluctance on the part of these
companies to share their databases, several agreed on conditions of confidentiality and anonymity.
Reid met with representatives of these companies at the November 1975 AIChE meeting and through
the use of anonymous graphs of some of the data illustrated that, although they all had excellent
databases, each database had major errors. Significantly, the errors differed from company to
company w3x.
In 1976, the National Bureau of Standards, with encouragement from Union Carbide, invited
industry representatives to Gaithersburg where Project Evergreen, a data compilation project similar
to that being worked on by Reid, was proposed. There was lively discussion at this meeting about
issues of funding, principal investigators and the need for experimental measurements to be included
in the effort. Although there was no clear consensus reached on the project structure or operations,
there was agreement that cooperative data compilation was a good idea and the sooner such an effort
was begun the better.
In January of 1977, the first International Conference on Properties and Phase Equilibria for
Product and Process Design was held at Asilomar, CA. This meeting provided the opportunity for
relaxed discussion of data compilation ideas between industry representatives and a variety of
university faculty. These discussions led to formalized meetings to develop a cooperative data
compilation effort. The first of these meetings was hosted by Allied Chemical Research in Morristown, NJ with D.W.H. Roth presiding. Allied suggested that one of the first items of business should
be the selection of an appropriate umbrella organization within which to operate the project and
proposed the Manufacturing Chemists Association Ž MCA. , which is now the Chemical Manufacturers
Association ŽCMA..
During 1977, three meetings were held at MCA headquarters in Washington DC, at which the
participants debated the form and scope of the project. Some representatives desired the project to
produce data books, similar to the API data book, while other representatives preferred computer
products. There were also debates about the types of experimental measurements that should be
undertaken and who should do them. Despite disagreements on these issues, there was agreement on
the balloting procedure for project sponsors and on weighting factors based on company size w3x.
Insurmountable difficulties surfaced at the second of the MCA meetings, and it became obvious
that a different umbrella organization was needed. D.A. Palmer of Amoco Chemicals approached F.J.
Van Antwerpen and J.C. Forman Žoutgoing and incoming Executive Secretaries of AIChE. about the
possibility of AIChE assuming this role.
The response from AIChE was positive, and at the third of the meetings held at MCA a proposal to
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join with AIChE was accepted by the group. In 1978, Roth made a formal presentation to the AIChE
Council and A.H. Larsen of Monsanto prepared by-laws both of which were accepted by the council.
J.W. Prados was appointed as the Council liaison to help with the organization of what would be
called the Design Institute for Physical Property Dataw. Prados had the requisite skills to bring the
different factions with their different points of view together and at the November 1978 AIChE
meeting DIPPRw was launched. Roth was elected Chairman of the Administrative Committee, Prados
was elected Chairman of the Technical Committee and Palmer was elected Vice-Chairman. The
steering committee for the data compilation project and other project chairmen were also elected.
The data compilation project was central to all of DIPPRw ’s purposes and so a special meeting was
held in September 1979 at NBS in Gaithersburg to select the contractor for this project. The contract
was awarded to Professors T.E. Daubert and R.P. Danner of the Pennsylvania State University. Later
that year, contractors for other projects were selected. Funded work began in 1980 on the data
compilation project and three other DIPPRw projects.

3. Project 801 today
DIPPRw 801 has been the largest DIPPRw project both in terms of financial support and number of
sponsoring companies. The early years of the project focused on adding compounds to the database,
but as the number of compounds included in the database has increased, more emphasis has been
placed on systematic review of the data in the database. Presently, there are over 1700 chemicals
included in the sponsor version of the database with 29 property constants and 15 temperature-dependent property correlations. Figs. 1 and 2 show a typical data sheet Ž for water. from the database.
The objective of the DIPPRw data compilation project is to develop, organize, and make available
to the project sponsors a complete, critically evaluated compilation of thermophysical properties of
industrial important chemicals. Four operational concepts have been critical to the success of Project
801 w4x.
3.1. Industrial sponsor control
The steering committee is made up of thermophysical property experts from the sponsoring
companies who are very active in the operations of the project. These individuals understand best the
data needs of their companies. All procedural matters, such as correlation forms, property units, or
properties to be included are discussed and voted on by the steering committee before they are
implemented. The committee also determines the annual project budget and the project contractor.
The committee is divided into review panels that evaluate proposed information Ž data, correlations,
estimations. to be included in the database. Only after mutual agreement between the review panels
and the project staff is the change incorporated into the database.
3.2. Critical eÕaluation
There are many compilations of property data, but the 801 database is unique in its emphasis on the
‘best value’ available. The database gives single values for property constants and single correlations
for temperature dependent properties. The original sources are available in the database, but the listed
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Fig. 1. Property constants for water.

value is the single best value as determined by the project staff and steering committee. The listed
value may be derived from many experimental determinations or, when no reliable experimental data
are available, estimated from tested correlations and prediction methods. The evaluation procedure is
at the heart of the project, and the procedures and practices are rigorous and thorough to ensure that
the best value is indeed selected based on available information.
3.3. Consistency
Not all of the properties in the database are independent. For those that are interdependent, such as
the properties associated with vaporization Žheat of vaporization, vapor pressure, boiling point and
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Fig. 2. Temperature-dependent correlation coefficients for water.
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acentric factor. it has been a deliberate objective of the project to ensure that the values for these
properties are consistent.
3.4. Completeness
To satisfy the needs for property data in process design and development, it is important to have
complete sets of data. The project strives to provide values for all properties for all chemicals
included in the database. Critically evaluated estimation methods are relied upon when experimental
data are lacking. The only gaps in the compilation are for compounds for which estimation methods
are inconsistent or for inapplicable properties such as vapor properties for inorganic salts.
The efforts over the past seventeen years by the PSU staff and the project steering committee to
apply these four principles in accomplishing the objectives of Project 801 has produced what is
arguably the best process design database in the world.

4. The future
At the start of 1998, DIPPRw 801 moves from PSU to BYU. The goal of the new project staff is to
continue to improve the database to meet the needs of its industrial sponsors. There are several key
objectives to ensure the continued success of Project 801.
4.1. Efficient database transfer
The project staffs from BYU and PSU met in May Ž1997. to begin the transfer of the project to
BYU. At that meeting the methods used by PSU to collect and evaluate data, to enter data into the
database, and to disseminate the results to the sponsors and to the publishers of public versions of the
database were discussed. The software that is used by PSU to accomplish the various tasks of the
project was also examined. Toward the end of 1997 the hard files which contain all of the information
on the compounds and the evaluations that have been accumulated over the past 17 years will be
moved to BYU. An up-to-date electronic version of the database will also be sent as soon as Penn
State finishes their revisions for 1997.
Space for the project, already committed by the university, will be available by September 1, 1997.
Once this space is acquired, it will be prepared to accommodate the project operations. A file server
for the database has already been acquired and a second has been ordered. Other computers will be
obtained later in the year. Two graduate students are currently working on computer projects to
enhance the database. The Project Coordinator, a key individual in the success of the project, has been
hired. The goal of the BYU staff is that there will be no interruption in service to the project sponsors
and the work of maintaining and improving the database will continue smoothly.
4.2. ImproÕe existing database
Using Microsoft ACCESS w , the database will be made fully relational. A relational database permits
sophisticated user-defined searches on properties, conditions, compounds, etc. For example, a search
for all compounds with boiling points within a certain range could easily be performed. This search
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could also include additional conditions such as the requirement of a certain functional group. One of
the graduate students mentioned above is working on this aspect of the project and a prototype of the
relational database is already functioning.
Many project sponsors will want to continue to receive the database in its current format since they
have software set up to interface with this format. The relational database is able to output the
database in its current format. The database will maintain this backwards compatibility as long as the
project sponsors desire it. It is expected, however, that as new capabilities are added to the database
which can not be accommodated in its current, restricted format that format changes will be more
desirable to the sponsors.
4.3. Extend accessibility and flexibility
A website will be established for access to the database by project sponsors. This will facilitate
quick, flexible, and complete access to the database, raw data, staff evaluations of data, and
recommendations. There will be immediate access to modifications and additions to the database. The
flexibility of database access will be enhanced through the use of the website which will include
graphical and computational capabilities. The combination of the website with the relational database
will permit on-line searches of the database. Communications between the project staff and the
steering committee will also be facilitated through the use of the Internet. There are also possibilities
of individual sponsors establishing intranet access to the database for all users in their company.
The BYU staff developed a prototype website as part of the proposal process for Project 801.
Although rudimentary in its capabilities, this website demonstrated some of the exciting possibilities
of Internet access to the database. The second graduate student mentioned above is currently working
on the design of the website. At this point communication between the website and the relational
database has been established. The development of the website will continue for the next several
months.
4.4. Augment the database
One of the main objectives of Project 801 has always been the addition of new compounds to the
database. This work will continue with new compounds being added to the database at a rate of about
50 chemicals per year. The project sponsors develop the priority list of chemicals to be added each
year. New properties will be added from time to time as approved by the steering committee. Some
possibilities include molecular structure, safety, or environmental properties.
4.5. Maintain the database
Procedures for the efficient, accurate maintenance of the database will be implemented. Statistical
process control concepts will be used to systematically eliminate errors in the database. Systematic
reviews of the database will be performed in which the quality of the data will be evaluated,
consistency tests will be performed, and new data will be incorporated into the database.
The correlations used to represent temperature dependent properties and the estimation methods
used in the absence of reliable data will also be updated as better methods are developed. The project
staff will be actively involved in development and evaluation of these methods.
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5. Conclusion
The DIPPRw 801 Project has been an extremely valuable undertaking for the industrial sponsors of
the project and for all engineers and scientists who rely on the database. The operational philosophies
that have made the project successful will continue to guide the project, and new capabilities and
technologies will be added to ensure that the DIPPRw Project 801 evaluated process design database
continues to meet the needs of industry.
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